
About as creatives 

Based in Liverpool, UK, as creatives specialise in the 
design and delivery of exciting, engaging and effective 
creative learning workshops. Working both nationally 
and internationally, they engage with children and 
young people, teaching professionals, families, 
communities and strategic organisations

They are passionate believers in the power of creative 
approaches to broaden horizons, raise aspirations and 
transform lives. They offer children and young people 
opportunities to experience, explore and enjoy their 
own creativity. Their innovative range of programmes 
supports teaching and learning across the curriculum, 
with demonstrable impacts on achievement and 
attainment.

Nearly a quarter of a million children and young 
people across the UK have now participated in as 
creatives’ innovative range of programmes, practicing 
their skills in exciting, imaginative and interactive 
ways. And students in Malaysia, of course, had the 
chance to get involved in an initial partnership with the 
Learning Adventure Resource Network in the Spring of 
2015.

The summer workshops will be led by as creatives’ 
Director of Programmes (and Fellow of the Royal 
Society of Arts) Jackson Kavanagh.

For more information about as creatives and their 
work, please visit their website:

What will the Summer Programme Look Like?

This summer’s programme will focus on Maths, Science, English and History - all explored through 
creative methodologies, but with rigorous attention paid to curriculum requirements. In line with 
calls from employers across the globe, all sessions will be designed to promote thinking skills - 
with a structure in which children are progressively asked to take more and more risks with their 
learning as the programme progresses.

as creatives’ approach is highly experiential and, at the same, highly structured. All workshops are 
hands-on, with Teacher Talk Time kept to a minimum. Students work in a variety of groupings in 
a range of ways - and are given regular opportunities to reflect on what they have learned (being 
encouraged to consider “learning” in its widest context).

“The children were very excited 
and there was a wonderful sense 
of enthusiasm all around! All the 
teachers commented on how nice 
it was to see the children applying 
their maths skills” 
(Maths Co-ordinator, New Brighton 
Primary)

“The pace and variety 
of activities kept all the 
pupils engaged – and the 
dramas brought science 
to life!” 
Science Teacher, Runcorn All 
Saints Primary School
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Programme Objectives

as creatives’ Maths programmes aim to ...

 Promote Mathematical fluency, reasoning and problem-solving skills;

 Promote independent thinking and independent working;

 Increase motivation towards and interest in Maths;

 Offer students unique but purposeful ways to practise and demonstrate their Maths   
 skills.

as creatives’ English programmes aim to ...

 Consolidate and cement current knowledge and understanding;

 Introduce new content (relating to both language and literature);

 Increase skills and confidence in reading, writing, speaking and listening;

 Increase motivation towards and interest in reading and writing - and promote a    
 lifelong love of language.

as creatives’ Science programmes aim to ...

 Consolidate and cement current knowledge and understanding;

 Introduce new content;

 Increase students’ awareness of the importance of Science and Technology to their   
 own lives;

 Increase motivation towards and interest in Science - and promote a lifelong use of   
 the most important question in the history of Science: “Why?”

as creatives’ History programmes aim to ...

 Consolidate and cement current knowledge and understanding;

 Introduce new content (particularly in relation to first hand accounts);

 Increase skills in Historical questioning;

 Increase motivation towards and interest in History  - and the understanding that the   
 present has been created by the past.
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